Grade 3
By Vicky McGrath
In school, I was disruptive and distracted and talked constantly and loudly. I rarely felt challenged and was
more interested in talking to my classmates than paying attention to my schoolwork. I don’t have a lot of
recollection of how my teachers managed my disruptions in the classroom, although I’m sure my teachers were
exasperated, and they would often tell of the disruptive behaviour on my report cards.
My grade 3 teacher chose a different approach to curb my disruption and asked me to do a special project for
her. She asked me if I loved animals, which I did (and do!), especially dogs and horses and she asked me to
draw, label and colour every kind of dog and horse I could research. When I had extra time in class, which I
usually did as I finished my classwork quickly, I spent the time drawing, colouring and labelling dogs first and
then horses, remaining motivated and focussed during class time to complete the project. I recall proudly
showing her my work and her taking the time to appreciate it. I still remember the dogs and horses I
researched and drew for that teacher, even though I don’t remember her name. The memory of her approach
to keep me engaged makes me think of the Maya Angelou quote: “people will forget what you said, people will
forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel.”
Feeling important is critical to developing self-confidence and self-esteem. Doing those special projects for the
teacher made me feel proud and special. The truth is, I am actually extremely motivated by and dedicated to
work and activities that inspire me. In my career, I have volunteered my time to participate in special projects
for my employer and I have taken on work that was well beyond what was expected because I enjoyed doing
them. I have intense focus and the ability to learn new strategies and approaches when I know they will benefit
me. If they are not activities I enjoy or feel will bring me the results I seek, I am not as likely to do the things
that are needed.
Self-motivation pushes you from within to stay encouraged and also plays a huge role in self-discipline. When
you are able to control what you think and how you perceive, you are able to control your actions as well.
Having a supportive person in your life, to help you focus your natural gifts and talents in a productive way will
allow your focus and motivation to yield important results and help you grow as a person.
Do you have a special teacher, co-worker or someone else in your life who helped you feel important when you
needed it? Is there a “special project” you’ve worked on that shines a light on your natural gifts and talents? I’d
love to hear from you.
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